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When Ilr. Hansom called this morning, I brought him up to date
on yesterday1s discussions. His mind runs along with yours. In the
course of conversation I mentioned to him the additional complication
which had arisen in connection with the Secretary1s meeting on legis-
lative matters* He interrupted to say that that was definitely contrary
to the understanding as he had heard it discussed between you and the
Secretary. He asked me to remind you of two matters;

First, he thinks the meeting may have been precipitated by
the A.B.A. delegation here last week since it conforms to Tom Smith's
usual procedure which he first tried out without success on the Presi-
dent—namely, to get a mass meeting together on such a subject knowing
that the more there are, the more confusion and cross purposes there
are likely to be and hence not only the greater likelihood of complete
frustration but also the prospect that from somebody in on the meeting,
the A.B.A. would doubtless be able to te#p itself informed as to what
was in the wind. He referred to this m a typical defense mechanism
and mentioned the fact that Tom Smith had been to the S.E.C., as a re-
sult of which Douglas has been trying to get in touch with Ransom ap-
parently in connection with this Treasury meeting.

Second, he asked me to remind you that it would be well, as
he said you doubtless fully appreciate, to safeguard our position with
reference to the Stabilization Fund so that in case Congress consults
us as to the Fundfs continuation we may, if we desire, urge that the
Fund be specifically restricted in its operations feo that it will not
invade or run counter to our own responsibilities.
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